
Stellar Lifestyle & VIZZIO form Strategic
Partnership

To enhance commuter wayfinding and shop lease viewing

at MRT Stations, using Real-Time 3D Digital Twin

SINGAPORE, January 27, 2023 /EINPresswire.com/ --

Stellar Lifestyle and VIZZIO Technologies announced

their strategic collaboration to jointly develop

interactive real-time 3D digital twin solutions for Stellar

Lifestyle’s retail and property businesses, and to

develop future applications and features leveraging on

VIZZIO’s city-scale 3D modelling and visualisation

platform.

The memorandum of understanding (MOU) will pave

the way for the development of new business cases and

solutions using VIZZIO’s digital twin technologies. As

part of Stellar Lifestyle’s move towards digitalisation

and automation, the partnership will leverage on

expertise of both parties, and facilitate the

development of innovative solutions for an expansive

3D virtual world. 

“Stellar Lifestyle is on a transformational journey to enhance our commuters' experience and

help our retailers become more competitive in the current climate. This partnership with VIZZIO

accelerates that transformation by extending our physical retail and advertising spaces to virtual

spaces, shopping, indoor wayfinding, gamification and more. Commuters can plan their travel

route more efficiently with clearer information on services and shops enroute to their

destination; potential tenants can also attend virtual viewings to shortlist preferred retail units

prior to a physical visit. At Stellar Lifestyle, we are creating vibrant stations to better serve our

commuters, while progressing with Singapore as a smart nation.” said Mr Tony Heng, President

of Stellar Lifestyle. 

“Our world is transforming and rapidly becoming digital. With Stellar Lifestyle, we are ‘building

and connecting’ the real world without being ‘super weird’. We are fusing the physical and virtual

and creating Photoreal 3D reality without cumbersome headsets. Increasingly, organisations are

http://www.einpresswire.com


making high-level business decisions that require deep digital knowledge, relevant data, and tech

insights. To keep up with a continuously transforming landscape, we help businesses shift their

focus towards generating exceptional value for their customers. We think the future of the

internet is 3D. It’s an immersive, interactive, infinitely large world map, and community-oriented.

It’s an online, massive, and explorable world. As the next era of the internet, this enterprise

metaverse is projected to deliver a digital environment more reminiscent of real life, “cloning”

and “mapping” the streets, the indoors and outdoors of the train stations and malls and adding

real time 3D content into the digital twin, providing a powerful virtual platform for businesses

and retail commerce.” said Dr Jon Lee, CEO/Founder of VIZZIO Technologies Pte Ltd.

- END -

Download photos via this link.

About Stellar Lifestyle

Stellar Lifestyle, a business arm of SMRT Corporation Limited, has expertise in property and

retail management, media, and digital advertising solutions. We create vibrant transit

destinations and lifestyle experiences to make our everyday touchpoints better. Our growing

portfolio includes mall management and outdoor media & digital engagement platforms. We are

also the largest managing agent of retail and advertising spaces in Singapore’s rail network.

www.stellarlifestyle.com.sg 

About VIZZIO Technologies

VIZZIO is a leading 3D EARTH & SPACE TECHNOLOGY Company based in Singapore, with clients

regionally and globally. VIZZIO has mapped 89 3D earth cities, covering more than 29.4 million

square kilometres of land area. We aim to build the world’s largest 3D capture and virtualization

ecosystem for objects, space, and cities. VIZZIO's planetary-scale "3D-Mapping” ability turns

current satellite, aerial and geospatial data into a semantic, machine-readable database and

photorealistic synthetic 3D WGS84 georeferenced environments for simulation, visualization,

and wider industrial and enterprise applications. Our deep learning algorithms pre-process

satellite imagery and other geospatial data sources and create 3D models out of flat satellite

images, combining real-time ray-tracing and advanced graphics rendering engine to create a

photorealistic 3-D world. For more about VIZZIO, please go to the Dropbox: 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/m6lxq5bxgxcyp7r/More%20About%20VIZZIO.pdf?dl=0

https://vizzio.ai/
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